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57) ABSTRACT 

A data processing system having a virtual memory 
comprising pages which are relocatable between vari 
ous levels of physical storage. The virtual memory pri 
marily contains information comprising instructions 
arranged sequentially so that once a virtual address 
has been translated to the physical address in high 
speed memory, the physical address can be incre 
mented to fetch the next sequential information. 
Branch instructions may branch to the address of in 
formation on the same or another page. The branch 
instruction includes an indicator as to whether the 
branch address is a physical address on the same or 
another page or a virtual address on another page. 
Only when a virtual address is encountered is the relo 
cation table employed to convert the virtual address to 
a physical address and to load the page if necessary. 

9 Claims, 2 Drawing Figures 
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DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM MEMORY 
RELOCATION APPARATUS AND METHOD 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
The invention relates to digital data processing appa 

ratus and methods and more particularly to such appa 
ratus and methods as relates to storage and storage ad 
dressing. 

2. Description of the Prior Art 
Over the past several years, digital data processing 

machines have become progressively more complex. 
This is the result of a continuing effort to provide more 
functions without substantial increases in cost. 
The heart of most digital data processing machines is 

the control element. Many digital data processing ma 
chines employ a centralized control storage made up of 
large numbers of micro instructions. A macro instruc 
tion, the type often employed by programmers in writ 
ing a program, requires a sequence of micro instruc 
tions to operate the various machine circuits to accom 
plish the macro instruction. Micro instructions may 
therefore be viewed as gating patterns which operate 
the various circuits of the digital data processing ma 
chine in sequences in accordance with macro instruc 
tions to allow execution of a computer program. 

Originally, micro instructions were fixed in hardware, 
so were called 'read-only' instructions. With the ad 
vent of U.S. Pat. No. 3,478,322, filed May 23, 1967, 
and assigned to the assignee of the present invention, 
electronically changeable control storage came into 
USC. 

Electronically changeable control storage has proved 
valuable in allowing the microprogram (an accumula 
tion of micro instructions) to be easily updated. As a 
general rule, computers remain in use several years 
after their manufacture. During this period, advanta 
geous changes to microprogram sequences are often 
envisioned. With an electronically changeable control 
store, the microprogram may easily be updated to in 
corporate these changes by loading a new micropro 
gram into the store. 
The electronically changeable control store is an ex 

pensive type of storage. Further, only a small portion 
of the control store is in use at any one time. Therefore, 
it would be of substantial advantage to store the un 
used portion of the microprogram in a less costly type 
of storage until needed for use. 
The virtual memory relocation of program informa 

tion or data between various levels of storage has been 
accomplished. Addressing is by virtual address to a 
large virtual memory. A translation is then made to the 
actual address of the desired information and the infor 
mation is brought into high speed memory if it is not al 
ready there. The programming to accomplish the trans 
lation of addresses between virtual and real to be able 
to access the desired information or data is extensive. 
To adapt this type of translation and relocation tech 
nique to each micro instruction that is addressed would 
cause a significant increase in the time required for 
micro instruction operation of the data processing ma 
chine. A significant reduction in the efficiency of the 
data processing machine would necessarily follow. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

it is therefore an object of the present invention to 
provide virtual memory relocation which is useable for 
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2 
data processing control storage without significant re 
duction of efficiency thereof. 

Briefly, the invention comprises apparatus and 
method for relocation of data processing control stor 
age. The control storage is divided into a plurality of 
pages distributed between various levels of storage 
means. Micro instructions arranged in sequence are ac 
cessed sequentially by physical address. Branch in 
structions, if successful, may branch to another micro 
instruction on the same or a different page. If the 
branch is to the same page or to a page known to be 
resident in control memory, the branch address is the 
physical address and an indicator thereof is provided. 
If the branch is to another page not known to be resi 
dent, the branch address is a virtual address, and an in 
dicator thereof is provided. Addressing means responds 
to a non-branch condition by incrementing the physical 
address, responds to the physical address indicator by 
addressing the physical branch address, and responds 
to the virtual indicator by supplying the virtual branch 
address to address translation means for translation to 
a physical address of a currently resident page or to an 
address to operate a page fault relocation routine to 
page in the desired page. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. comprises a block diagram illustration of ap 
paratus arranged in accordance with the present inven 
tion, and 

FIG. 2 comprises a flow chart illustrating operation 
of the apparatus of FIG. 1 in accordance with the 
method of the present invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

The structure of the present invention is illustrated 
with respect to FIG. 1. The memory 10 may comprise 
any memory or electronically changeable control stor 
age. As shown in the system of FIG. 1, the memory is 
employed for the storage of machine micro 
instructions. Although not quite so advantageous as in 
the illustrated system, memory 10 may instead be em 
ployed for the storage of program instructions. In the 
example where the memory comprises a control mem 
ory, the control memory may be implemented in a cen 
tral processing unit or in an input/output control unit. 

In either instance, the system is in data processing ap 
paratus similar to that of our co-pending patent appli 
cation Ser. No. 291,102, filed Sept. 21, 1972 and as 
signed in common with the present application. 
As stated previously, only a small portion of the en 

tire complex of instructions comprising the control 
store is in use at any one time. So as to reduce the ex 
panse of a memory 10 by reduction in size, it is desir 
able to store the unused portion of the instructions in 
a less costly type of storage until needed for use. 
Hence, the control storage is divided into a plurality of 
pages distributed between memory 10 and a less costly 
type of storage. 
Any instruction fetched from memory 10 is supplied 

at the output 11 thereof. A fetch from the memory 10 
is determined by an internal clock, which is standard to 
data processing apparatus. An output line 12 from the 
clock drives the memory 10 once each memory cycle 
unless interrupted. The physical address of the desired 
instruction in the memory 10 is contained in a memory 
address register 13. As illustrated, this physical address 
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comprises two parts, a page number and offset within 
that page. 
The output of the memory address register 13 is sup 

plied to memory address decoding circuitry 14. The 
memory address decoding circuitry selects an instruc 
tion location in memory 10 and, upon the clock supply 
ing a signal on line 12, the accessing of the desired in 
struction is initiated. Subsequently, the memory 10 
supplies the desired instruction on output 11 to a mem 
ory data register 15. 
Micro instructions may take two forms. They may 

simply comprise a series of binary hits, each of which 
directly operates a gate or control circuit. In another 
form, they may resemble program or macro instruc 
tions by including an operator. An operator comprises 
a small number of binary bits which are decodable 
characters. The bits are decoded by separate circuitry 
which in turn operates pluralities of gating and control 
circuits. 
Assuming the latter type of micro instruction, the op 

erator occupies the same bit positions in each instruc 
tion. Therefore, the operator comprises specified bit 
positions in memory data register 15. These bit posi 
tions are connected via lines 16 to op decode circuitry 
17. The op decode circuitry 17 is a binary to 1-out-of-N 
type of decoder. Thus, the binary information repre 
senting an operator received on line 16 is decoded by 
op decode circuitry 17 and, as the result of the decod 
ing, a signal is supplied on one of the output lines 18 or 
22. In the example shown, lines 18 represent any in 
struction except the branch instruction, and line 22 
represents only the branch instruction operator. The 
selected line 18 is connected to each of the gate and 
control circuits to be operated by the micro instruction. 

Besides containing the data representing an operator, 
memory data register 15 also contains additional data. 
If the instruction is a branch instruction, this data in 
cludes a branch address, as will be explained. If the op 
erator is other than a branch, the memory data register 
additionally will contain one or more operands. 
The bit positions of the memory data register 15 

comprising the branch address are connected to cir 
cuits 25, 26 and 27. Gating lines may be supplied from 
branch operand line 22 to each of the circuits 25, 26 
and 27 so that the circuits are operable only when the 
information in the appropriate bit positions of the 
memory data register 15 comprises the branch address. 
In the illustrated implementation, all of the outputs 
from those circuits are controlled by gates derived from 
line 22. Therefore, information from those circuits will 
be effective only during execution of a branch instruc 
tion so that the gating of the circuits is unnecessary. 
One bit position of the branch address is connected 

to flag circuit 25. This circuit may comprise a single po 
sition register for storing an indicator bit. In the instant 
example, it is assumed that if this bit is a 0, the remain 
der of the branch address is a virtual address. If the bit 
is a 1, this indicates that the remainder of the branch 
address is a physical address. Two outputs are provided 
from a register 25, line 28 indicating that the content 
of the register is a 0, and line 29 indicating that the con 
tent of the register is a 1. 
A number of bit positions of the branch address con 

prises the physical or virtual page number and is sup 
plied to page register 26. The remainder of the branch 
address comprises the offset within that page of the ad 
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4 
dressed instruction and is supplied to offset register 27. 

So long as no branch instruction is decoded, no signal 
will appear on line 22 from op decode circuitry 17. An 
inverter 30 therefore supplies a signal on line 31 to OR 
circuit 32. This circuit supplies a signal on line 33 to 
operate gate circuit. 34. 
At the time that the clock provides the signal on line 

12 which initiates accessing the instruction in memory 
10, it also supplies a signal on line 40 to incrementing 
circuit 41. The offset portion of the address of memory 
address register 13 is continuously supplied on cable 42 
to circuit 41. When the enabling signal appears on line 
40, circuit 41 proceeds to increment the address re 
ceived on cable 42 by 1. When so incremented, the new 
address is supplied on cable 43 to gate circuit 34. Thus, 
so long as the instruction is not a branch, gate circuit 
34 will be enabled so the incremented offset portion of 
the address is supplied on cable 44 to the offset portion 
of the memory address register 13. The total incre 
mented address is then supplied to memory address de 
code circuitry 14, which decodes the address for use by 
memory 10. Thus, when a clock again supplies a signal 
on line 12, the memory 0 initiates access of the next 
sequential instruction. 

It is this point that is important to the present inven 
tion. It has been recognized here that an instruction 
memory 10 contains sequential series of instructions. 
Thus, as long as instructions are fetched sequentially, 
there is no need to translate the addresses from virtial 
to physical on every access. Rather, the physical ad 
dress can be incremented in order to fetch the next se 
quential instruction. The addresses need be translated 
only when crossing a page boundary or when branching 
to another page. 

Referring again to FIG. 1, the output of page register 
26 is connected, via cable 50, to zero test circuit 51. As 
discussed, page register 26 includes the physical or vit 
tual page number contained in the branch address of 
the branch instruction. Zero test circuit 51 tests the 
contents of page register for 0. The use of this circuit 
allows the branch micro-instruction to alternatively 
contain all zeros as the page number for a physical ad 
dress, thereby indicating that the page of the branch 
address is the same as the page of the branch instruc 
tion. Zero test circuit 51 supplies a signal on line 52 to 
AND circuit 53 so long as a non-zero page number is 
contained in page register 26. Upon no page number 
being present, Zero test circuit 51 ceases to supply sig 
nal on line 52. Therefore, AND circuit 53 will be em 
ployed to block the page number from being transmit 
ted to the memory address register 13, as will be ex 
plained hereinafter. 
The output of page register 26 is also supplied on 

cable 50 to address translation mechanism 54 for trans 
lation from virtual to physical as will also be explained 
hereinafter. 
The output of page register 26 and cable 50 is also 

supplied to gate circuit SS. The gate circuit 55 controls 
transmission of the page number from cable 50, via 
cable 56 to the page portion of memory address portion 
3. 
Offset register 27 contains the offset portion of the 

branch address from the branch instruction in memory 
data register 15. The output of offset register 27 is sup 
plied via cable 57 to gate circuit 58. Gate circuit 58 
controls the transmission of the offset portion of the 
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branch address, via cable 59, to the offset portion of 
memory address register 13. 
The branch signal supplied from op decode circuitry 

17 on line 22 is also supplied to input 75 branch condi 
tion test logic 76. This logic is well known to those 
skilled in the computer arts and simply tests whether 
the conditions stated in the branch instruction are true 
or untrue. Upon completion of the test, test logic 76 
will indicate the results of that test by supplying a signal 
on either line 77 or line 78. A signal on line 77 indicates 
that the branch condition is found to be untrue and 
therefore no branch is to be made. This is called an un 
successful test. On the other hand, a signal on line 78 
indicates that the branch condition was found to be 
true and indicates that the branch is to be made. This 
is called a successful test. 

If no branch is to be made, the series of instructions 
is to continue to be executed sequentially. This is the 
same as though the instruction had not been a branch. 
Therefore, line 77 is connected to OR circuit 32 in the 
same manner as line 31 which indicates the non 

branch instructions. The signal on line 77 is transmitted 
by OR circuit 32 on line 33 to gate circuit 34. The gate 
circuit allows the offset address as incremented by cir 
cuit 41 from cable 43 via cable 44 to the offset portion 
of the memory address register 13. This comprises the 
address of the next sequential instruction which is pro 
vided to memory address decode circuitry 14 for ac 
cessing that instruction at the next clock cycle 12. 

If the branch condition test logic 76 indicates that the 
branch is successful, the signal on line 78 is supplied to 
input 80 of AND circuit 53, to input 81 of AND circuit 
82, and on line 83 to the enabling input of gate circuit 
58. The signal on line 78 therefore is indicating that the 
branch address contained in registers 25, 26 and 27 will 
be employed to access the next instruction from mem 
ory 10. 
The signal on line 78 is immediately transmitted on 

line 83 to gate circuit 58 to thereby automatically 
transmit the page offset from register 27 on cable 57 to 
the offset portion of memory address register 13. 
AND circuit 53 tests the flag stored in register 25 to 

determine whether it indicates the page address is a 
physical address by a signal on line 29. AND circuit 53 
also tests whether the page number present at page reg 
ister 26 of the memory address is equal to 0. If it is 
equal to 0, no signal is supplied thereto on line 52 and 
no signal is transmitted by AND circuit 53 on line 85 
to the enabling input of gate circuit 55. Therefore, the 
all-zeros page number from register 26 will be blocked 
from the page portion of the memory address register 
13. As the result, the page number previously con 
tained in register 13 remains unchanged and is trans 
mitted to the memory address decoding circuitry 14 for 
decoding to initiate the accessing of the instruction at 
the branch address upon the next clock cycle as indi 
cated by the signal on line 12 to memory 10. 

If the page number in register 26 is non-zero, zero 
test circuitry 51 will supply a signal on line 52. If the 
flag stored in register 25 indicates that the page is a 
physical page by the supplying of a signal on line 29, 
AND circuit 53 will be operated by the conjunction of 
those two signals together with the signal at input 80 
thereof. AND circuit 53 thereupon provides a signal on 
line 85 to the enabling input of gate circuit 55. The gate 
circuit then gates the contents of page register 26 as ap 
pearing on cable 50 to the page portion of the memory 
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6 
address register 13. This page number may or may not 
be the same page number as that previously present in 
the same portion of the memory address register. The 
resultant physical branch address is then supplied by 
the register to memory address decoding circuitry 14 
for initiating the instruction at the branch address in 
memory 10. 
AND circuit 82 simply tests whether the flag stored 

in register 25 indicates that the page number stored in 
register 26 is a virtual page number. If the flag indicates 
the page is virtual, register 25 supplies a signal on line 
28 to the AND circuit 82. The enabling input of test 
circuit 76 from line 78 is applied to input 81 of the 
AND circuit. Upon the conjunction of these signals op 
erating AND circuit 82, a signal is supplied on line 86 
to the enabling input of address translation mechanism 
54. 
The address translation mechanism comprises a stan 

dard table lookup function wherein the physical ad 
dresses of pages are laid out in sequence in accordance 
with virtual page number. Thus, the table position cor 
responding to the virtual page number supplied on 
cable 50 is accessed by the address translation mecha 
nism 54. If the page is currently resident, as indicated 
by a flag in the look up table, then the physical address 
provided at that access position refers to memory 10. 
Therefore, address translation mechanism 54 supplies 
the physical page address on cable 90 to gate circuit 9 
and also supplies a signal on line 92 to enable gate cir 
cuit 91 to transmit the page number on cable 93 to the 
page portion of memory address register 13. 

If the flag provided by the address translation mecha 
nism indicates that the page is not currently resident in 
memory 10, the mechanism supplies a page fault inter 
rupt signal on line 96. This signal invokes a specified 
series of micro instructions from memory 10 which 
causes the desired page to be moved from main storage 
97 to instruction memory 10 via cable 98, overlaying 
a page in the memory 10. As opposed to most present 
virtual memory systems, there is no need with an in 
struction memory 10 to page out the page that is being 
overlaid. This is because an instruction memory does 
not alter the instructions contained therein for future 
use. Therefore, the pages contained in memory 10 may 
simply be duplicates of desired ones of the pages con 
tained in main storage 97. The micro instructions 
thereupon supply the physical address in main storage 
97 of the overlaid page to the table in address transla 
tion mechanism 54 and supply the physical address in 
instruction memory 10 of the page brought into mem 
ory to the address translation mechanism. 
Upon receipt of the new physical address of the page, 

address translation mechanism 54 supplies the physical 
address on cable 90 to gate circuit 55 and supplies a 
signal on line 92 to the gate circuit to transfer the page 
address via cable 56 to the page portion of memory ad 
dress register 13. That address is then decoded by 
memory address decode circuitry 14 and the instruc 
tion at the resultant branch address is accessed on the 
next cycle initiated by the signal on line 12. 
The specific character of the address translation 

mechanism 54, the paging methodology, main storage 
97 and the connections there between form no part of 
the present invention and therefore are not described 
in detail. These elements are well-known to the practi 
tioners in the art in either software or hardware form. 
Examples of such a system are the IBM System 
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370/Model 67 with relocate system, the recently an 
nounced IBM System 370 virtual memory system and 
the paging system of copending patent application Ser. 
No. 207,508, “Memory Size lindependent Data Pro 
cessing System and Method', C. D. Coleman, filed 
Dec. 3, 197 
FIG. 2 comprises a flow chart illustrating operation 

of the apparatus of FIG. 1 in accordance with the 
method of the present invention. Entry to the process 
is illustrated by step 100. This may comprise entry of 
an initial address of a first instruction at input 86 to 
memory address register 13. Step 101 represents the 
decoding of the physical memory address decode cir 
cuitry 14 and the initiation of the fetch of the addressed 
instruction by the supplying of the decoded memory 
address to memory 10 and the supplying of the clock 
pulse to the memory on line 12. Step 102 represents the 
presentation by memory 10 of the fetched instruction 
to memory data register 15 and the decoding of the in 
struction operator by operator decode circuitry 17. 
Step 103 represents the outputs obtained from opera 
tor decode circuitry 17. If the instruction is a branch, 
decoding circuitry 17 supplies an output on line 22. 
This represents path 104 from step 103. Path 105 indi 
cates that no signal is supplied on line 22 and repre 
sents the signal supplied by inverter 30 on line 3. 

Path 104 leads to step 106 represented by the supply 
ing of the branch signal on line 22 to input 75 of branch 
condition test circuitry 76. If the branch condition cir 
cuitry indicates that the test is unsuccessful, a signal is 
supplied on line 77. This is indicated in FIG. 2 by path 
107. Both path 107 from step 106 and path 105 from 
step 103 lead to step 108. Step 108 increments the 
memory address register 13. This represents a signal on 
line 31 or line 77 which is transmitted by OR circuit 
32 over line 33 to thereby enable gate 34. Enabling the 
gate allows the address incremented by incrementing 
circuit 41 to be transmitted to the offset portion of the 
memory address register 13. Step 108 leads to step 101 
for decoding the incremented address and fetching the 
next instruction from memory 10. 
Upon step 106 indicating that the branch condition 

has been successful, path 110 is indicated which leads 
to step 1 1. Step 111 comprises the transfer of the off 
set field to the memory address register 13. Referring 
to FIG. 1, this comprises the successful signal from 
branch condition test circuitry 76 on line 78 which is 
transmitted via line 83 to enable the gate circuit 58. 
This causes the offset field from offset register 27 to be 
transmitted via cables 58 and 59 to the offset portion 
of the memory address register 13. 
Upon completion of step 1 1, step 112 tests whether 

the flag bit indicates that the branch address is a physi 
cal or virtual address. Path 13 indicates that the flag 
register 25 has provided a signal on line 29 to indicate 
that the branch address is a physical address. Path 13 
leads to step 114 which tests whether the page field 
contained in register 26 is 0. This test is conducted by 
zero test circuitry 51 in FIG. 1. Path 115 indicates that 
the page field is 0 and represents the lack of any signal 
on line 52 from the zero test circuit 51. Thus, AND cir 
cuit 53 is blocked and no page number is transmitted 
to the memory address register 13. Therefore, path 115 
leads to step 101 which simply decodes the instruction 
addressed by the preexisting physical page number and 
the new offset address provided by the branch instruc 
tion in memory address register 13. 
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8 
Path 116 from step 114 indicates that the page field 

is non-zero as represented by a signal appearing from 
circuit 51 on line 52. The conjunction of signals on 
lines 80, 29 and 52 at AND circuit 53 operates the 
AND circuit to supply a signal on line 85. This is repre 
sented by step 17 which comprises the enabling of 
gate 55 to transmit the physical page address from reg 
ister 26 via cables 50 and 56 to the page portion of 
memory address register 13. The page having been 
transferred, step 1 17 leads to step 10 to decode the 
new physical address and fetch the addressed instruc 
tion. 

Path 120 from step 112 in FIG. 2 is the result of the 
flag stored in register 25 indicating that the branch ad 
dress is a virtual address. This corresponds to a signal 
on line 28 in conjunction with the successful branch 
condition test signal on line 8 to AND circuit 82. Path 
120 therefore leads to step 121 which corresponds to 
the signal on line 87 enabling the address translation 
mechanism 54. Step 121 accesses the address transla 
tion tables and step 122 tests whether the translated 
physical address comprises a page in memory 10 or a 
page in main storage 97. If the page is not in memory 
10, the address translation mechanism 54 provides a 
signal on line 96 comprising a page fault interrupt sig 
nal. This is represented by path 123 from step 122. 
Path 123 leads to step 124 which comprises an entry to 
the paging methodology not a part of the present inven 
tion. 

Path 125 corresponds to step 122 indicating that the 
desired page is located in memory 10. This comprises 
a signal on line 92 from the address translation mecha 
nism 54. This path leads to step 126 which comprises 
the transfer of the translated page field into memory 
address register 13. This is accomplished in FIG. 1 by 
a signal on line 92 enabling gate 91 to transmit the 
translated page address from the address translation 
mechanism via cables 90 and 93 to the page portion of 
memory address register 13. Step 126 leads to step 101 
for decoding and fetching the instruction at the branch 
address. 

In summary, an address translation is first performed 
when the program is entered creating a physical ad 
dress for instruction fetching. This address is supplied 
at input 86 to the memory address register 13. The 
physical address is incremented sequentially by circuit 
41 for subsequent instruction fetching. When a branch 
instruction is encountered as indicated by a signal on 
line 22 and the branch conditions are met as indicated 
by circuitry 76, the virtual/physical bit from the branch 
instruction is examined. If the bit is sent to “physical', 
no address translation of the branch address is per 
formed. 
The same logic is employed when the program 

crosses page boundaries by making the last instruction 
in a page a branch instruction to whatever page has to 
be entered next. 
A physical branch address can be assembled into a 

program whenever it can be guaranteed that the page 
to be branched to will be resident in the memory. This 
will occur either for a branch within the current page 
itself, or a branch to another page which has either 
been made permanently resident by the control pro 
gram or has been temporarily fixed in a physical ad 
dress which has been assembled into the branch in 
struction as a physical address. 
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When the virtual/physical bit is examined and found 
to be in the "physical" state, the page field of the 
branch address in register 26 is tested. If it is all zeros, 
it indicates that the branch is internal to the current 
page, thus no address translation is necessary. The new 
instruction address in memory address register 13 is 
created by retaining the old physical page address and 
substituting the offset from the branch address at regis 
ter 27 for the old offset in the memory address register. 
If the page field in the branch address is other than all 
zeros, it is still treated as a physical address and the en 
tire branch address from registers 26 and 27 is trans 
ferred into the memory address register 13. 
Only when the virtual/physical bit is set to "virtual' 

is the address translation mechanism invoked. The vir 
tual page address is translated into a physical page ad 
dress, which is transferrcd into the page portion of the 
memory address register. At the same time, the offset 
field from the branch instruction in register 27 is trans 
ferred into the offset portion of the instruction address 
register. Due to the special meaning assigned to a field 
of all Zeros in the branch address, no direct branch to 
the physical page zero can take place. Given the spe 
cific example that an all-zero field indicates the pres 
ent page, no code which may have to be branched to 
directly should reside in the physical page 0. This space 
in memory can be used to contain the address transla 
tion tables employed by the address translation mecha 
nism 54 and by step 121 in FIG. 2. 
While the invention has been particularly shown and 

described with reference to a preferred embodiment 
thereof, it will be understood by those skilled in the art 
that the foregoing and other changes in form and de 
tails may be made therein without departing from the 
spirit and scope of the invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. In a data processing apparatus including memory 

addressing means, memory means having both physical 
and virtual addressing locations for storing instructions 
and supplying addressed instructions at an output 
thereof in response to said memory addressing means, 
and branch condition test means for executing a branch 
instruction appearing at said memory output to deter 
mine whether the branch condition has been met and 
to supply a signal upon said condition having been met, 
the improvement thereto comprising: 

said branch instruction including a branch address 
and an indicator as to whether said branch address 
is physical or virtual; 

incrementing means responsive to each instruction 
supplied at said memory output not causing said 
branch condition test means to generate said sig 
nal, for incrementing the current physical address 
in said memory addressing means by a predeter 
mined amount; 

first means responsive to said signal and the physical 
indication by said indicator for supplying said 
branch address to said memory addressing means; 
and 

second means responsive to said signal and the vir 
tual indication by said indicator for signalling that 
said branch address requires translation. 

2. The apparatus of Claim 1 wherein: 
said branch condition test means additionally is ar 
ranged to supply a second signal upon said condi 
tion not having been met; and 
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said incrementing means is responsive to each non 

branch instruction supplied at said memory output 
and is responsive to said second signal for incre 
menting the last address of said memory addressing 
means by a predetermined amount and supplying 
said incremented physical address to said memory 
addressing means. 

3. The apparatus of Claim 1 wherein: 
said branch address includes a page portion and an 

offset portion; 
offset means is responsive to said signal from said 
branch condition test means to supply said offset 
portion of said branch address to said memory ad 
dress means, 

said first means is responsive to said signal and the 
physical indication by said indicator for supplying 
said page portion of said branch address to said 
memory address means, and 

said second means is responsive to said signal and the 
virtual indication by said indicator for signalling 
that the page portion of said branch address re 
quires translation. 

4. The apparatus of Claim 3 wherein: 
said incrementing means, said offset means and said 

first means each includes gating means. 
5. Data processing memory relocation apparatus 

comprising: 
memory addressing means for providing addressing 

signals, instruction memory means having both 
physical and virtual addressing locations for storing 
instructions, including branch instructions having a 
branch address and an indicator whether said 
branch address is physical or virtual, and supplying 
addressed instructions at an output thereof in re 
sponse to said addressing signal; 

branch condition test means for testing a branch in 
struction appearing at said memory output to de 
termine whether the branch condition has been 
met and to supply a signal upon said condition hav 
ing been met; 

incrementing means responsive to each instruction 
portion of said memory output that does not cause 
said branch condition test means to generate said 
signal, for incrementing the current physical ad 
dress in said memory addressing means by an ad 
dress, and 

first means responsive to said signal and the physical 
indication by said indicator for supplying said 
branch address to said memory addressing means, 
and 

second means responsive to said signal and the vir 
tual indication by said indicator for providing an 
address translation request signal. 

6. The apparatus of Claim 5 wherein: 
said branch condition test means additionally is ar 
ranged to supply a second signal upon said condi 
tion not having been met, and 

said incrementing means is responsive to each non 
branch instruction supplied at said memory output 
and is responsive to said second signal for incre 
menting the last address of said memory addressing 
means by a predetermined amount and supplying 
said incremented physical address to said memory 
addressing means. 

7. The apparatus of Claim 5 wherein: 
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each said branch address stored by said instruction 
memory means includes a page portion and an off 
set portion; 

offset means is provided which is responsive to said 
signal from said branch condition test means to 
supply said offset portion of said branch address to 
said memory address means; 

said first means is responsive to said signal and the 
physical indication by said indicator for supplying 
said page portion of said branch address to said 
memory address means, and 

said second means is responsive to said signal and the 
virtual indication by said indicator for signalling 
that the page portion of said branch address re 
quires translation. 

8. The apparatus of Claim 3 wherein: 
said incrementing means, said offset means, said first 
means and said second means each includes gating 
C.S. 

9. A method for operating a data processing appara 
tus in response to instructions, including branch in 
structions having a branch address and an indicator 
whether said branch address is physical or virtual, said 
data processing apparatus including memory address 
ing means, memory means having both physical and 
virtual addressing locations for storing instructions and 
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12 
supplying instructions addressed by said memory ad 
dressing means, and branch condition test means for 
executing branch instructions supplied thereto, com 
prising the steps of: 
responding to said instructions supplied at the output 
of said memory means to determine whether said 
instruction is a branch instruction; 

testing a branch instruction when one occurs to de 
termine whether the branch condition has been 
met; 

incrementing the current physical address when said 
instruction is other than a branch instruction or if 
it is a branch instruction and the testing of said 
branch instruction determines said branch condi 
tion has not been met, 

testing said indicator when testing of a branch in 
struction determines a branch condition has been 
met, 

supplying the branch address to said memory address 
means when in response to a physical indication 
from said tested indicator; and 

signaling for translation of said branch address in re 
sponse to a virtual indication from said tested indi 
Cator. 

x 2k x 2. 


